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The first poem was inspired by a story from 

the Seahawks first playoff game in January 

2014. My daughter Nikki and her boy-friend 

Chris attended this game and told me 

afterward that the monsoon winds snatched 

someone’s rain poncho and whipped it up and 

away above and out of the stadium!  
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1/14 

 

stormin Seahawks' 

wind-whipped, rain-ripped 

Super Bowl road 

 

 

 

1/15 

 

fans are strengthening 

their number twelve vocal cord 

for a Hawk fight 

 

 

 

1/16 

 

blue and green  

cover our City 

color of pride 
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eye of hawk glares  

defiant, determined  

will not release prey 

 

 

 

1/17 

 

hey Marshawn  

make the earth move  

under our feet! 

 

 

 

1/18 

 

quiet streets now, but  

this is the eve of something  

big for Seattle 
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supporting their champions  

raising energy, sending mojo  

fans making ritual 

 

 

 

1/19 
 

Seahawks down  

but not out, 12 fans  

ring out WIN! 

 

 

 

1/20 

 

play by play 

they don't quit  

battle on Hawks! 
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go Beastmode  

go Sherman  

all good 

 

 

 

1/22 

 

Owns corner  

back end  

field of play  

football flying  

intent for another  

cradled in his hand  

hungry for that football. 
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look your opponent  

in the eye  

& surpass 

 

 

 

1/24 

 

rain, wind, snow  

our mighty Seahawks  

are ready to go! 
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Seahawks swoop  

on MetLife and bust  

the Broncos! 
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loud & proud  

grit & chip  

bring it  

win it Seahawks! 
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your ground  

sacrosanct  

stand strong 
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12 flag blowing  

skittles flying  

swag on Hawks 
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Sister 

got the GO Team!  

got to go scream  

#LOUDER!! 
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Hawk Nation  

contentious spirit  

bolsters game 
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talk a lot, or not 

fine with 12’s 

keep it real 
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#SB48 game day food  

blue tortilla chips & guacamole  

blueberries & kiwi  

makin mojo! 

 

 

 

2/1 

 

align with ally  

battlehawk  

fly against foe 

 

 

 

2/2 

 

the wave  

rippling through  

shifts tide 
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Big D  

Legion Of Boom  

hit em hard! 

 

 

 

2/3 

 

Offense on fire  

Defense formidable  

Special Teams explosive 

Seahawks left no doubt  

they are CHAMPIONS!!! 
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Every crack and crevice  

that criss and cross 

our City's  

streets and sidewalks  

are packed with skittles! 

 

 

 

2/8 

 

all across Hawk Nation  

perfect power of 12  

everyone's got it 
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Natural Impulse 

The heartbeat of earth mother 

reverberated 
 

coursing  

down City arterials 

 

pounding a beat 

through Hawk’s Nest 

around CLink circle 

onto urban sprawl 

 

he brought Native drum 

back to Seattle 

in a big way. 
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Cindy M. Hutchings was Featured Poet with 

QuillandParchment.com in October 2013. 

She was Featured Reader at Poetry at the 

Station Bistro in June 2013. Her poetry is 

published on the Washington State Arts 

Commission “Art with a Heart” website at 

http://artwithaheart-forum.tumblr.com/, and 

with “Gifts of the Great Spirit, Volume IV, 

Legends,” “Quill & Parchment,” “Espial 

2012,” “The New Times,” and “Auburn 

Reporter.” Cindy is a member of Striped 

Water Poets and Northwest Renaissance 

Poets. She graduated from the University of 

Washington with a degree in English and 

Women Studies.  
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